THE BEST PRICING &
TRAVEL CARE OPTIONS
Red Tag offers competitive rates for car and hotel accommodations. We
are able to book guaranteed hotel block space in most cities every night

WHEN IT COMES TO

CORPORATE TRAVEL,
SERVICE COMES FIRST.
- RED TAG VACATIONS CORPORATE TRAVEL SPECIALISTS

of the year. We can access contracted rates through our systems to
ensure that the lowest rate is applied for your account.
Additionally, we run cost reports on accounts to determine additional
savings, or help to negotiate volume discounts that can be passed down
to our clients. We're dedicated to transparency and will always share
information upon request.
We won't rest until the right travel plan is successfully implemented for
your business.

KELOWNA, BC
2067 ENTERPRISE WAY
PH: (250) 861-8011
FAX: (250) 861-8017

Let Red Tag simplify your company's
travel process. In today’s world, time
is money - let us help you save both!

PEOPLE THAT CARE

THE
RIGHT TOOLS

Red Tag Corporate Travel specialists have focused our attention on

We utilize multiple tools and platforms to give our clients the most

providing dedicated customer service and smart travel solutions for small

seamless travel experience possible.

to medium sized corporate accounts for over 30 years.
We approach our clients' travel needs differently than the typical online
travel agency, with service that always considers daily corporate
demands and bumps in the road in your travel schedule. With us, your
account is taken care of 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

The Sabre reservations system provides our specialists with unlimited
access to over 400 airlines, 125,000 hotels and 27 car rental brands
around the world. With their newly implemented storage database, the
traveller and their account data is now safer than ever. More than $110
billion US of travel is purchased through the Sabre Travel Network

We've developed lasting relationships with our corporate clients that have

marketplace annually making it a trusted name in the travel industry.

grown due to the care we show in every itinerary we deal with. We have

Red Tag Corporate agents are not limited to airfares found in Sabre, we

the ﬂexibility to adapt to every account and their unique travel needs.

also search airlines and consolidators to ensure that the best prices are

Our greatest strength is our staff. They are the key to offering care for your
travellers, controlling costs,

found.

and ensuring that the account’s unique

We understand that information on the go is crucial. The award winning

needs are met. Your dedicated Account Manager is available for

TripCase user tool offers convenient access for our clients to see travel

discussion on developing your Travel Policy, reviewing your needs,

details such as invoices, e-ticket receipts and itinerary information

preferred supplier negotiations and offering any training that your staff

instantly from their laptop, mobile or tablet.

may need.

